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Inexture prides itself on solving the modern-day software needs of numerous industry  

sectors. In a very short time after its inception, Inexture has become one of the  

marvels in the software development domain. Backed by a portfolio of over 300  

successful projects, we aim to turn every vision of your dream software into crystal  
clear reality.

As a software solution provider, we are distinguished by :

The  Fusion  of  Your  Ideas   

and  Our  Expertise!

Adept and professional team

A streamlined process for qualitative and timely project delivery

Proficiency in modern-day tools and technologies

Perfect privacy of your business idea and data

Innovation in almost everything we do
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Our Professional 
Expertise! 

Web 

development
App 

development

E-Commerce 

development 
Enterprise 

search

Enterprise 

portal
Cloud 

deployment

Elastic search 

consulting

AI, ML, DL, 
NLP, & other 
technologies
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Our Powerful Tech  

Stack!
Just like the branches of our expertise are spread across all the industry  

sectors, our tech stack is equally wide! We are backed by the 

following technologies!

Java

Deep Learning

AR and VR
Blockchain

Python

DevOps

PWA

RPA

Natural Language Processing

IoT

Chatbot

Neural network

Spring Boot
Microservices

Machine Learning 

and AI Java
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Cloud

CMS

Javascript CMS

VueJS

Angular
NodeJS    

ReactJS
Django
Microsoft Dynamics 365

Liferay
WordPress

Mobile

AWS

Kuberneters

Google Cloud

Teraform

Azure

Dockers
Docker Swarm

Cloud

iOS

Ionic

Android
React Native
Flutter



Why Choose Inexture?
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Bespoke 

Products 

and 

Services

Smooth 

Process

Professional 
and 

Efficient Team

Competitive  

Pricing

Powerful 
Technology  

Stack

Out-of 
the-box 

Software 

Solutions

Apt and 

Timely 

Project 
Delivery

Professional 
Support  

and 

Communication
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Our Comprehensive 

Yet  Clear Approach!

We at Inexture have a crystal clear process that we present to each of our  
clients.  Each stage of our process is planned well and executed effectively!

Our software development process has the following approach!

Idea Discussion and 

Brainstorming

Process Planning

Wireframing and 

Prototyping

UI/UX Designing

Development

Testing

Deployment

After-Sales Service 

and Maintenance
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Our Service Sector!

As innovation in technology has led every sector to invest in it, we have  

also widened our horizons. We serve but are not limited to the  

following industry sectors!

Startups

Media and 

Entertainment

Healthcare

Real Estate

Travel and Tourism

Retail

E-Learning

FintechE-commerce
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Pricing Models to 

Choose!

We understand that each client is bound to a certain budget. Therefore,  
we offer different pricing models for you to choose from!

Hourly

Fixed Cost

On-Site 

Development
Dedicated 

Development

Budget-friendly model

Ideal for clients with 

a limited budget

Ideal for fixed milestones

Specific and fixed 

work modules

Budget-friendly model

Ideal for clients with 

a limited budget

Only pay for hired 

resources and work 

completed

Expensive development 
model

Better communication

Excellent results

Dedicated attention

Only pay for hired 

resources and work 

completed
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Why Trust Us?

We at Inexture consider our client’s data as our own, which is  

why we shield it with the best tools! Our security measures  

include:

Biometric security devices to keep unauthorized 

personnel away.

Antivirus and antimalware software for 
online safety.

Timely backup for code security

A clear NDA policy
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Our Core Values!

Every decision made at Inexture, whether it is related  

to project, team, or whatnot, Integrity lies at its  

heart!

Quality is what makes a business unique, and we are  

one such business. Every little part of our solution is  

our responsibility, and we takeabsolute care of its  

quality.

We are always committed to producing the exact  
replica of your vision in real life without fail.

We believe in over-delivering, which means we  

do a lot more than you have thought and  

expected from us.

Integrity

Accountable

Commitment

Innovation
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Our Portfolio!

As we are not limited to any industry sector, we have a huge 

portfolio of some incredible software products. Here are 

some of them!

Real-world damage detection from videos/photographs of vehicles being in an  

accident. Insurance companies have to deal with a lot many claims daily & have 

to employ surveyors to deal with estimations of cost. Which in the result is prone 

to human error & may result in some discrepancies. To avoid such cases, we were  

tasked to handle the damage detection part for 4 wheelers.

Conversational AI to find out various options of wine with the help of text  
conversation. Customers will get wine options in conversation format and get  

easy payment options.

Damage Detector Insurance

Multilingual Ecommerce Chatbot for wine seller  

Ecommerce retail
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There are many other classic examples of our finest work. You can check them out on  

our portfolio page!

The DVE offers the opportunity to analyze and to instructively visualize data, by 

breaking down scenarios and solutions into comprehensive steps. Here,  
technology serves as an interface between science and society, where scientists  

and stakeholders can jointly find innovative solutions for sustainability  

challenges. It represents the synthesis of research results and the technology for  
interactive data analysis and presentation.

DVE Data science platform

Property recommendation based on user’s search  & location with their  
preferences taken into account using AI as the core. Everyone loves to browse  

their interest in properties like tinder dates & we did make sure that you always  

have the desired match for you & your family.

Property recommendation London, UK (Real Estate industry)
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Some Quick Stats  

About Inexture!

7+
Years of Experience

300+
Successful Projects

150+
Happy Clients

150k+
Man Hours

200+
Employees
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This is What Our 

Clients Say!

When You're creating a dating app, you face a lot of  
challenges, but thankfully, Ineture took care of all of our  
technical challenges, so we have to focus only on app  

planning and strategy. We are very impressed with the  

design and quality of the app.

CEO at Meetwo
Sebastian

Inexture helped me to build and integrated an online 

B2B and B2C marketplace. I would like to thanks  

experienced ecommerce development team, who 

delivered effective solution and guidance, Along with 

completed the project development before deadline. 

Business Executive at Mylagro
Hernan Gomez

INEXTURE delivered a fully working BI platform and the 

client will be conducting a public beta soon. The team 

established a seamless workflow through regular 
communication. They were flexible and always 

available for telephonic conversation.

CEO and Founder at Metisx
Dennis Owusu-Ansah
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Contact Us

+1 628 628 4042
+91 98245 95454

sales@inexture.com
vishal.shah@inexture.com

USA
India

3731 Wilshire Blvd, 
Los Angeles CA 90010 

United States
1113-1117 iSQUARE Corporate Park, 

Science City Rd, Sola, 
Ahmedabad – 380060


